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Master Budget Project:
Beginning Balance Sheet
Now that we created the Balance Sheet

right-click it again and select Paste. This

Payable—aren’t in Figure 3. For now, we

report, the next step is to create the

will bring up the Paste Table As dialog.

will leave them with zero balances. You’ll

Beginning Balance Sheet report and the

Change the table name to Beginning

also notice that the Beginning Balance

corresponding table and form for data

Balance Sheet and click OK (see Figure

Sheet in the February 2010 article refers

entry. To better understand why we need

1). Rather than reenter all the data, we

to Direct Materials Inventory. In the Bal-

both the Balance Sheet and Beginning

are going to leave the Paste Options set

ance Sheet table we created, the asset is

Balance Sheet reports, it’s helpful to look

to Structure and Data. This will keep the

called Raw Materials Inventory. For now,

back at the Excel-based budget this proj-

data from the Bal-

ect is based on. In the February 2010

ance Sheet table,

and June 2010 articles by Jason Porter

and we’ll only have

and Teresa Stephenson, there are refer-

to reenter the dollar

ences to the Beginning Balance Sheet

values that change

and the Pro Forma Balance Sheet. The

and not have to

first one stores year-end data from the

worry about the

year preceding the budget, and the sec-

group field values.

ond one stores calculated data from the

For the times when

budget. Once again, I would like to

you want a copy of

thank Jason and Teresa for providing the

a table without the

example for us to work with.

data, you would choose Structure Only. I

we’ll make the assumption that we want

generally use a query to append data, so

to keep the name consistent and leave it

Copy a Table

I haven’t found a need for using the

as Raw Materials Inventory.

When we created the Balance Sheet

option to Append Data to Existing Table.

report, we populated it with data from
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Figure 1

Open the Beginning Balance Sheet

Create an autoform for data entry, if
you would like. With the Beginning Bal-

the Balance Sheet table. For the Begin-

table and update the data in the

ance Sheet table open, go to the Create

ning Balance Sheet report, we can build

Amount field. For our purposes, the new

tab. In the Form section, click Multiple

off of that same data. First, we are going

data comes from column Z of Figure 3 in

Items. This will give your form a layout

to create a duplicate to use as the Begin-

“Creating an Excel-Based Budget You’ll

that resembles an Excel worksheet. You

ning Balance Sheet table. Copy the Bal-

Really Use” (February 2010, p. 30).

can drag the line between field names to

ance Sheet table by right-clicking it in

Notice that a couple of records in our

narrow the columns (as in Excel) to fit all

the Object list and selecting Copy. Then

table—Income Tax Payable and Interest

columns on the screen. Once the data
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has been entered, save the form and

Delete any additional report designs you

to Design View to update the Report

name it “Beginning Balance Sheet Data

created from the wizard if you don’t

Header so that it says Balance Sheet

Entry.” Add a button for it to the Data

want them.

and displays the year 2009. Finally, go

Entry Menu form. In Design View, use

After that bit of tidying, it’s time to

to the Report Menu form and add but-

the Button form control and follow the

create the Beginning Balance Sheet.

tons to open both the Pro Forma Bal-

wizard like we did when we first created

Open the Pro Forma Balance Sheet

ance Sheet and the Beginning Balance

the menu (see the June 2011 column).

report in Design View. Click the Office

Sheet reports.

Button, select Save As. In the dialog box

Copy a Report and
Change the Record
Source

that appears, save the object as “Begin-

Coming Attractions

ning Balance Sheet Report.” Bring up

In the coming months, we will set up a

the Property Sheet. On the Data tab,

series of queries and temporary tables to

Rather than create the Beginning Bal-

click the dropdown arrow for Record

create the process that calculates the Pro

ance Sheet report from scratch, we can

Source and select Beginning Balance

Forma report values from the original

copy the Balance Sheet report and then

Sheet (see Figure 2). This redirects the

inputs.

change the record source. But first,

report to use the data from the new

there is some quick housecleaning to

table we just created.

take care of. When I created the Balance Sheet report, I named it “Balance

Close the Property Sheet. Save the
report. Change to Report or Print Pre-

Sheet Report from Blank
Report” because I tried dif-

Also, there will be a special holiday
gift for you this year. I am in the process
of creating a list of all the names of the
articles since we began this column.
Would you believe that it has been three

Figure 2

years? This is a lot to keep track of as I

ferent things before get-

write each month, so I have a handy

ting to the final report.

reference of the topics that we have cov-

Now that we are moving

ered each month. I will update it and

along in the database, we

share it with readers at the LinkUp IMA

want all the reports to

Publications Group in November. Since it

have final names before

is a Word document, feel free to e-mail

we go further. In addition,

me for it directly. SF

we want to delete any
reports that we don’t want

Patricia Cox has taught Excel and Access

or need to keep. You

to management accounting students and

might not have created all of these

view View. You can see that the report

other college majors and has consulted

reports, so this step might not be nec-

now shows balances from the Begin-

with local area businesses to create data-

essary for you. We will start by renam-

ning Balance Sheet table while using all

base reporting systems since 1998. She is

ing some reports to give them final

the same formatting and features we

also a member of IMA’s Greater Milwau-

names. For example, rename the “Bal-

used in our report last month. But we

kee Chapter. To send Patricia a question

ance Sheet Report from Blank Report”

still need to correct the title to reflect

to address in the Access column, e-mail

to “Pro Forma Balance Sheet Report.”

the time frame of the report. Go back

her at kathrynmann@tds.net
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